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Learning

- Reviewed literature related to the development of state and national networks.
- Interviewed professionals and family members regarding interest in participation in sibling peer support group.
- Collaborated with organizations to develop contact lists.
- Participated in regional and national phone conferences to research support network/group startup. Joined national sibling networks.
- Participated in Sibling Leadership Network meeting at the April 2015 Disability Policy Seminar in Washington, DC.
- Followed up with contacts made on the state and national level to promote formation of Maine chapter.

Leadership

- Initiated collaborations with local and statewide potential partners.
- Planned for Maine-focused chapter recognizing rural communities and need for technology.
- Collaborated on a local, state and national level to help build the foundation for the Maine chapter.
- Drafted an implementation plan.
- Presented information to human services, community and civic agencies and organizations regarding important and relevant sibling issues.

Reviewed sibling responses from Fall 2014 Maine Developmental Services OAB Survey
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With Don Meyer and Sandra Horne - May 2015 SLN Conference

Attending ME UCEDD event with my sister, Kerry Quinn

Great guidance from the Sibling Leadership Network!

MAINE SIBLING NETWORK FACEBOOK GROUP LAUNCHED OCTOBER 2015!
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